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The State of the Art
by David A. Schmaltz

“An artist is his own fault.” John 
O’Hara

On a recent airing of the NPR pro-
gram Fresh Air, Terry Gross inter-
viewed the late actress and acting 
teacher Uta Hagen. About five 
minutes into the interview, as 
Gross asked how Hagen prepared 
for a role, Hagen interrupted her. 

“Are you an actress?” she asked.

“Well, no,” stammered the inter-
viewer.

“Then it’s none of your business!” 
replied the actress.

Hagen went on to passionately ex-
plain that the details of how an 
artist prepares and performs inev-
itably degrade into meaningless ex-
position for all but artists. Those 
who attend theater performances 
don’t understand that they can’t 
understand these things. They 
might aspire to know, but the de-
scriptions can have no meaning for 
them.

Hagen continued, explaining that 
most people believe they could per-
form if they only knew the tricks 

of the trade. This, she said, is hog-
wash. It’s not about the tricks of 
the trade, which are meaningful 
only to those plying the trade—for 
whom they are not tricks at all, but 
deceptively small insights. The art 
is not the performance or the per-
former, but a deeply personal prac-
tice, which cannot be translated 
into any language 
except practice. 

PMI Fellow Russell 
D. Archibald re-
cently posted an article titled 
“State of the Art of Project Man-
agement: 2003” www.pmfo-
rum.org/library/papers04/
state3pt11.htm, and his state-
ment reminded me of Hagen’s wise 
comments. Archibald’s piece does 
not speak to the art of project 
management at all, but to the busi-
ness of it. It reads like a wealthy 
collector describing the art busi-
ness, not like the observations of 
any practicing artist. I have no 
complaints with Archibald’s choice 
of focus. If Hagen’s observations 
are true, an accurate description 
of the state of this art would have 
left all but practicing professionals 
unimpressed.

“... there seems to be no 
end to the articles and 
books titled “The Art of 
Project Management.” 

Surprisingly little has been written 
about the art of project manage-
 for what’s new: 
mmunity.com/
snew

ment, though there seems to be no 
end to the articles and books titled 
“The Art of Project Management.” 
We all seem to acknowledge that 
project work is an art, then de-
grade into conversations about the 
tricks or the business of the trade, 
as if they somehow represent the 
art. Any practicing professional 

artist will tell you 
otherwise.

While organiza-
tions engage in 

the business of project manage-
ment to improve project perfor-
mances by creating portfolio 
management infrastructures, 
project management offices, and 
PM certifications, the practicing 
professional quietly builds his per-
sonal practice unseen by the social 
architects surrounding him. New 
life-cycle models come and go, pro-
cesses degrade and improve, and 
chief change officers are installed 
like new seats in an ancient the-
ater. The performer, if she is an 
artist worth her salt, can perform 
anywhere, but the producers want 
an impressive backdrop for their 
world-class productions. 

The result is often an impressive 
backdrop for far less than world-
class performances, as those 
steeped only in the tricks of the 
trade and the business of the 
trade take the stage before ever 
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confronting the artist within 
themselves. These performers 
might remember their lines, but 
they produce no memorable per-
formances.

Producing Memorable 
Performances

The state of any art differs from 
the state of that art’s business. 
The state of the graphic art busi-
ness reminds us that more velvet 
Elvis paintings are sold than all of 
the fine art prints produced. Does 

this mean that every artist should 
focus upon producing velvet can-
vases? 

The state of any art has never 
been defined by that art’s busi-
ness. The breakthrough techniques 
employed to produce ever cheaper 
Elvis paintings have no influence on 
the forward evolution of art, since 
art relies upon each individual art-
ist’s personal practice. We look to 
the script or the director without 
ever understanding the influence 
the mute spear carrier in the third 
scene of the second act had on the 
performance.

The truth reveals that each per-
former draws from a deeply per-
sonal practice when contributing to 
a memorable performance. The di-
rector understands that she must 
coordinate these personal skills 
into a coherent production. But 
without each performer’s capabili-
ty, little coherence emerges. The 
director pulls together these prac-
tices; she is not responsible for 
creating them. Without yeast, no 
amount of heat will make bread 
rise.

We expend more energy dressing 
up the theater than enhancing the 
real source of memorable perfor-
mances. We train the project man-
ager in the lore and culture of 
project coordination, assuming 
that he is capable of creating a co-
herent performance from thespi-
ans who have merely memorized 
their lines. When the players ar-
rive from central casting with 
their scripts and their costumes—
their roles and responsibilities—
and little idea of the deeply per-
sonal practice they will be called 
upon to employ, a kindergarten or-
chestra-like production results. 
Even when the notes are correct, 
the performance becomes an or-
deal for everyone involved. 

We invest hardly anything in devel-
oping the artist within our 
projects’ players. We lavishly 
spend developing the script but fail 
to inform individuals of their re-
sponsibilities for creating and 
maintaining the deeply personal 
practices required for coherent 
results. We waste our diligence 
when choosing our projects from 
the portfolio of possible produc-
tions. We train the director and 
expect the actors to perform with-
out acknowledging this most essen-
tial responsibility.

A Failure to Thrive

The results appear as a failure to 
thrive. The producer doesn’t need 
to understand that the first, es-
sential requirement for every 

memorable performance is not 
that the actors remember their 
lines, but that they achieve an in-
visible yet tangible coherence. The 
director understands that unless a 
community can emerge from her 
central casting rabble, no memora-
ble performance will be possible. 
We read about plays that close be-
fore they open, but in the project 
world, once a performance starts, 
it’s the devil’s own work to shut it 
down, no matter how forgettable 
the performance.

Producers sit in the back of the au-
dience, following the script, noting 
who screws up. The director ex-
horts. Would-be actors blow off 
their director’s irrelevant-seeming 
exhortations, focusing upon re-
membering their lines, finding 
their marks, and changing their 
costumes, as if any of these ac-
tions would produce a memorable 
performance. The audience might 
not call the result incoherence, but 
they nod off in the second act. 

The Method Is Not the Practice

I cannot blame the producers or 
the directors for this sorry state 
of affairs. What producer or di-
rector pays for her cast’s acting 
lessons? The cast members, if they 
are to become actors, must assume 
responsibility for arriving already 
engaged with their personal prac-
tice.

Each project participant carries 
responsibilities beyond simply 
memorizing his lines, finding his 
marks, and carrying his props. It’s 
no more the project manager’s job 
to show you how to act than it is 
the director’s job to teach an actor 
how to act. Whether she contrib-
utes by writing code or scheduling 
meetings, each must be responsible 
for developing her own deeply per-
sonal practice to fully contribute 
to a memorable performance—one 
so satisfying that, at the end, ev-
eryone wants to do another one like 
Compass 2



                           
it. Everyone on the stage must be-
come an artist, and must ply this 
trade to properly deploy any other 
skill. 

Everyone on the stage 
must become an artist, and 

must ply this trade to 
properly deploy any other 

skill. 

Frantically learning my lines and 
woodenly staging my moves before 
expending the obligation, grateful 
only that it was over, I performed 
in a high school production. Project 
work, approached in this way, be-
comes an unending pursuit of the 
end to a suffering that never really 
ends. This is no way to live. I tried 
my hand at amateur performing, 
choosing another profession in-
stead, only to learn later that I 
needed to understand this unset-
tling craft before I could meaning-
fully ply that trade.

This craft takes many forms. Some 
use coaches. Others attend “stu-
dios,” where they develop the art-
ist within them by working with 
other actors, using improvisations 
and bare-bones productions. They 
learn something new with every 
performance, confronting them-
selves again and again. A personal 
practice—one that encounters the 
scariest places within the self—
emerges from this continual pur-
suit. 

Those who have chided us for 
avoiding involvement with the XP, 
Agile, and Lean movements expect-
ed us to hop onto one or another of 
those bandwagons. Our question 
was and always has been, “What 
will people do once they take to 
these stages?” We find players 
performing in remarkably similar 
ways, whether the stage holds a 
waterfall, a spiral, or a high school 
production of the land-rush scene 
from Oklahoma! The choreography 
might change, but the deeply per-
sonal practice required from each 
performer remains essential, eter-
nal, and critical to any memorable 
result. The method is not the prac-
tice. Each script assumes an actor 
to perform it. Whether an actor 
capable of performing arrives be-
comes the defining element within 
every memorable performance. 

Whether an actor capable 
of performing arrives 
becomes the defining 
element within every 

memorable performance. 

True North helps those who never 
expected to assume these respon-
sibilities. For those who aspired to 
become artists, resolving these 
challenges becomes almost second 
nature. The rest of us face differ-
ent challenges. The state of the 
art of projects inevitably depends 
on the state of the artists involved 
more than the state of the busi-
ness of the art. The quality of the 
artist within determines the real 
state of the art. das

For more information on this sub-
ject, see our Heretics’ Forum 
page: http://pc.wiki.net/wi-
ki.cgi?LettersToAnArtist

Rediscovering Artistry
“Every child is an artist. The 
problem is how to remain an artist 
once he grows up.” Pablo Picasso 

Life is not a paint-by-number exer-
cise. Process and technique, di-
rected by all of the management 
and leadership in the world can’t 
prepare anyone for facing their 
own blank canvases. Every artist 
steps alone into her practice.

Most training gets this humbling 
reality bass-ackwards, telling even 
the leaders to follow some other 
leader’s strategies for resolving 
very personal dilemmas. We’ve be-
come a society of impersonators. 
Compass 3
Gordon McKenzie, author of “Or-
biting the Giant Hair Ball” recalls 
asking grade school children, “Who 
is an artist?” All kindergartners’ 
hands confidently pop up. Barely 
half of the first graders’ confess, 
and by third grade, only one or two 
artists remain. Where do they go? 

Big sisters mock and teachers dis-
courage until they take up painting 
by someone else’s numbers, leaving 
an artist behind.

Absolutely Essential Training

Training takes three forms: devel-
oping habits, acquiring techniques, 
and learning about learning. The 
first form imprints custom, certi-
fying repeatability. The second 
form imparts methods for match-
ing technique to situation, compar-
ing results with correct answers. 
The third form regards blank can-
vases, encouraging individuals to 
consider how they learn. 

No artist mistakes habit for disci-
pline or tactic for judgment be-
cause neither resolve their 
essential dilemmas. Yet our work—
our lives—continually challenge 
each of us in ways our habits and 
techniques ignore.

Our work requires answering es-
sentially unanswerable questions 
which simple habit or remembered 
technique cannot resolve. This 
needn’t be a solitary pursuit. Ac-
tors join studios. Painters share 
critique. 

We’ve woven this perspective into 
each of our workshop offerings. 
Our Beyond Leadership experi-
ence, Mastering Projects Work-
shop, and Mastering Project Work 
workshop each present blank can-
vases upon which you rediscover 
the artistry essential for produc-
ing your own unique masterpieces. 

See how here.



          
The KROC Connection
©2004 by Mark G. Gray

The following article, written by 
community-member Mark G. 
Gray, considers a real-world 
software process improvement 
effort. 

“The real risk seems to be 
assuming that good 

standards, disciplined 
workers, and process 

maturity alone are enough 
for successful process 

improvement.”

When you name a software process 
improvement project KROC you 
have a lot of explaining to do. I 
have explained, repeatedly, that 
the name honors Ray Kroc, the fa-
ther of the business-format fran-
chise. Kroc made fast-food and 
business standards and processes 
key to McDonald's success; KROC 
will make software engineering and 
project management standards and 
processes key to our success. 

Ray Kroc, a milkshake machine 
salesman in 1952, first encoun-
tered fast-food standards and 
processes when he made a sales 
call to the MacDonald's Hamburg-
er Stand. The MacDonald brothers 
had developed standards and pro-
cesses for food preparation, cook-
ing, delivery, and sales that helped 
their workers make hamburgers 
quickly, efficiently, inexpensively, 
and identically. Their invention 
made workers smart, turning high 
school students into sous chefs, 
short-order cooks, servers, and 
cashiers. Kroc was so impressed 
that he convinced the MacDonald 
brothers to franchise their meth-
od to him. 

Over the next dozen years Kroc 
developed business standards and 
processes that let anyone run a 
McDonald's restaurant. His inven-
tion made franchisees smart, turn-
ing ordinary managers into Masters 
of Business Administration. When 
he purchased the rights to the 
name and concept from the Mac-
Donald brothers and changed the 
name to McDonald's, he under-
stood that he wasn't in their old 
business of selling fast-food. He 
had invented the new business of 
selling fast-food businesses. 

The time was right for Kroc. His in-
vention filled the entrepreneur's 
desire to own a business and the 
consumer's desire for reliable 
fast-food. Today 30,000 Mc-
Donald's franchises worldwide op-
erate with discipline, 
standardization, order, cleanliness, 
attentiveness, and speed. Kroc's 
business-format franchise built 
the McDonald's empire and made 
him rich in the process. 

Over the next few years KROC will 
develop a business-format fran-
chise for our software projects. 
We don't intend to build an empire 
or make ourselves rich, but we do 
aim to enrich our operations with 
discipline, standardization, order, 
cleanliness, attentiveness, and 
speed. We want standards and pro-
cesses that make our developers 
and managers smart; technology 
that turns feral developers into 
software engineers and feral man-
agers into project managers. 

“We want standards and 
processes capable of 

making our developers and 
managers smart”

The time is right for KROC. Our in-
vention will fill our management's 
desire for Capability Maturity 
Model's level 3 projects and our 
customer's desire for higher qual-
ity code. Our management is still 
arguing over exactly what this 
means. The key question seems to 
be: “What standards and process-
es must management mandate to 
ensure quality?” 

Given KROC's inspiration, I was 
shocked when our local McDonald's 
closed. The franchisee blamed the 
economic downturn from 9/11, but 
subsequent customer letters to 
the local newspaper described a 
disordered, dirty restaurant 
where inattentive workers pro-
duced sub-standard results. In 
short, their practice seemed to be 
everything that Ray Kroc's stan-
dards and processes wouldn't al-
low. 

Kroc's formula for success didn't 
work here, and understanding why 
is important for KROC's risk man-
agement. Did my local McDonald's 
fail because of a lack of worker 
discipline? Are worker discipline 
and standardization sufficient for 
process improvement success? 

The Problem Isn’t The Problem

Department of Defense workers 
are unquestionably among the most 
disciplined in the world, and their 
organization thrives on standard-
ization. However, their efforts to 
standardize on a single program-
ming language over the last thirty 
years have failed. 

Studies from the early 1970s con-
cluded that the DoD's use of a 
plethora of programming languages 
undermined efficiency, quality, and 
economy. So, their Higher Order 
Language Working Group collected 
requirements and produced speci-
fications for a single language to 
resolve these problems. The initial 
specification for the language Ada 
was released in 1977, and in 1983 it 
became an ANSI standard. 

In 1987 directive 3405.1 mandated 
the use of Ada for all software 
produced by or for the DoD; in 
1991 Congress made the mandate 
federal law. The disciplined work-
force, accustomed to following or-
ders, responded with a flood of 
waiver requests. Most projects 
had some reason for using a lan-
Compass 4



            
guage other than Ada. A survey in 
1995 revealed that fewer than a 
third of the lines of code used by 
the Department were written in 
Ada. When the directive was re-
scinded in 1997, many projects 
used other languages without ap-
plying for waivers.

The directive suspending the Ada 
mandate offers clues to its failure. 
It still recommends Ada as the lan-
guage of choice, but weighs the 
“context of the system and soft-
ware engineering factors” more 
heavily. I'm sure most of the disci-
plined workforce tried to use Ada, 
but found that in context it made 
them stupider, not smarter. 

Our Coping Is The Problem

Perhaps the Ada mandate failed 
because the field was too imma-
ture. Software development is 
much younger than either fast-
food or business management. Per-
haps the context of Ada, and by 
implication the context of KROC, is 
still too undeveloped to talk about 
standardization. How important is 
maturity in process improvement? 
That brings us to another example. 

Accounting is one of the our most 
mature practices. Its form is es-
sentially unchanged since the de-
velopment of double-entry 
bookkeeping in the 13th century. 
After 700 years of use surely its 
processes are mature enough to be 
standardized. And yet an account-
ing process improvement project, 
with a highly disciplined workforce, 
was one of the biggest failures of 
the 1990s. 

In 1990 the United States Con-
gress passed the Chief Financial 
Officers Act, requiring annual au-
dits of government departments to 
ensure constitutionally mandated 
accountability of federal funds. 
Over several subsequent years, the 
Department of Defense attempted 
an audit, but of their dozen ac-
counting categories only the re-
tirement account consistently 
passed. In one of the last audits 
attempted, DoD could only account 
for three of seven trillion dollars in 
transactions. 

“Accounting has remained 
essentially unchanged since 
the development of double-
entry bookkeeping in the 
13th century, yet an 
accounting process 

improvement project was 
one of the biggest failures 

of the 1990s.”

Congress's response? Initially, 
Congress annually waived DoD's au-
dit requirements; finally, the 
Armed Services Committees per-
manently waived them. Their ratio-
nale? Everyone knew the problem 
and annual reminders weren't help-
ing to resolve it. This justification 
and the one account that did pass 
suggests a political failure as the 
root cause. 

We Have Met The Enemy

How might these three failures in-
form KROC? What risks can we 
identify from these examples? The 
real risk seems to be assuming that 
good standards, disciplined work-
ers, and process maturity alone are 
enough for successful process im-
provement. 

Implicit in every standardization 
or process improvement effort are 
two views. The systems view holds 
that worker plus process is smart-
er than either alone. The worker 
view is that process changes the 
task. 

Of course, any manager with a sys-
tems view wants standards and 
process because she wants a 
smarter system. It makes her life 
easier. But the workers see 
changed, and often harder, tasks 
as their former degrees of free-
dom disappear. They aren't going 

to do processes that make them 
feel stupider, no matter what their 
managers might want. 

This dynamic extends through all 
levels of the organizational hierar-
chy. If each individual doesn't see 
personal advantage in standards 
and processes imposed from above, 
then why should they adopt them? 
Why should they work harder and 
feel stupider? 

Ultimately, imposing standards and 
processes doesn't produce a quali-
ty outcome. Worker integrity in 
the moment does. 

Project workers make dozens of 
choices every day that contribute 
to the quality of the outcome. 
Good, documented standards and 
processes certainly inform these 
choices and provide the boundaries 
required for creative freedom, but 
it's the choices that count. 

Workers will choose standards and 
processes that make their work 
easier, or at least those that make 
them feel smarter. The key ques-
tion is: “What standards and pro-
cesses will we choose to ensure 
quality?”. That means that it's the 
workers at every level that count. I 
suspect Ray Kroc would agree. mgg

Mastering Project Work
Please consider joining with us in 
continuing this and other conversa-
tions on True North’s new Master-
ing Project Work Yahoo Discussion 
Group 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
MasteringProjectWork/ 

Here, we have been considering 
such questions as what processes 
make us smart?, how do I success-
fully subvert the system so the 
system can work?, and other eter-
nal dilemmas of project work. das
Compass 5



        
Perspectives and Frames
by David A. Schmaltz

Years ago, while visiting the Na-
tional Gallery of Art in Washing-
ton, DC, I found myself entranced 
by the icon collection. These paint-
ings follow rules prescribed by re-
ligious doctrine rather than visual 
perspective. For instance, the most 
holy figure appears as the center, 
with the hierarchy of subsidiary 
figures arrayed without re-
gard to photographic cor-
rectness, creating a 
puzzling portrait of 
the artist’s culture. 

Several points of 
discontinuity be-
come apparent 
as your eyes 
try to trans-
late these im-
ages using 
photographic 
rather than 
cultural 
translation 
rules. While 
individual fig-
ures approach 
our culture’s no-
tion of realism, 
the background 
surrounding them 
employ different van-
ishing points, confusing 
our eyes. The obvious 
masterpiece seems a jumble 
of disconnected images. The ef-
fect becomes a strange blend of 
the masterful and the primitive.

Spellbound in front of a striking 
example of the Adoration of the 
Magi, I noticed a woman standing 
next to me. Without breaking my 
gaze, I stage-whispered, “Isn’t 
this remarkable?”

“Yes,” she replied, “That’s the most 
elaborate frame I’ve seen all day!”
She was looking at the frame! For 
that one shocking moment, we 
bridged the space between our ex-
periences. I was disappointed that 
she hadn’t seen what I saw, though 
I did not envy her perspective. Like 
mirrors of the very artwork we 
were standing before, we had be-
come a portrait of our own culture 
standing before an ancient one.

Adoration of the Magi 

by Fra Angelico
National Gallery of Art

Washington, DC

The Rules of Organization

Businesses organize in ways re-
markably similar to ancient reli-
gious icons, following some 

doctrine rather than simple photo-
graphic perspective. The most po-
litically powerful figure gets 
elevated in the center, with sub-
sidiary figures arrayed to repre-
sent their power relationship to 
this centerpiece, without regard to 
photographic perspective or more 
practical realities. Our traditions 
tell us how to create and maintain 
relationships which reinforce cul-
tural necessity without fully satis-
fying our mind, our eye, or our 
shared purpose. We look upon 
these relationships with either the 
satisfaction that comes from 

thorough acculturation or with 
the nagging disquiet of 

someone not fully en-
tranced by the rules.

Those complaining 
of any icon’s 
shortcomings 
disclose their 
cultural clue-
lessness. 
Those thor-
oughly im-
mersed in the 
society find 
deep satis-
faction there. 

Dissatisfac-
tion raises only 

irrelevant 
points. The quali-
ty of the result 

depends upon per-
spective, which is a 

resonance of the cul-
ture it swims in. I can 

complain that Fra Angelico 
was a primitive painter, yet 

he is widely considered to be a 
founding father of modern art. 

Several years ago, a friend visited 
Tuscany. On a hot summer after-
noon, she visited Veccio, Fra An-
gelico’s birthplace. Seeing a sign 
near the road, she stopped and be-
gan walking the neighborhood, 
looking for the revered house. Un-
able to find it, she stopped a wom-
an and asked her, “Is this Fra 
Angelico’s home?” “Yes,” she re-
Compass 6



                   
plied, appearing surprised at the 
question. My friend continued in 
serviceable Italian to question the 
woman, who grew increasingly in-
trigued. “How do you know of my 
father?” she finally asked. “Your 
father?”, my friend replied. “Yes, 
my father,” the local said. “He 
owned a button factory which op-
erated in this house for many, 
many years.” Her father “Fra” An-
gelico was not the father of mod-
ern art. The local had never heard 
of the famous painter.

The state of any art might satisfy 
an artist or it might satisfy some 
of his patrons. Sometimes both. 
Every organization, like every piece 
of art, will be seen from many dif-
ferent perspectives and represent 
many different things to those who 
create and those who view it. 

The present state of the project 
art seems focused upon enforcing a 
single set of rules for construc-
tion, execution, and control, though 
each project includes by necessity, 
areas of both severe and subtle 
disconnection from these rules. 
These discontinuities upset the 
ideologue. The master seeks to un-
derstand the culture before they 
critique the art, understanding 
that all art represents the culture 
creating it. From within the cul-
ture, the goodness of the art can 
be critiqued. From outside the cul-
ture, critique becomes meaning-
less.

When I rail about the foolishness 
of Earned Value calculations, I dis-
close my own culture without, per-
haps, understanding the deep 
needs of another. Those adopting 
XP or Agile practices might not un-
derstand that these, too, are state 
of the art resonances of their 
founding cultures, and find them-
selves engaging in complicated and 
often unsuccessful attempts to 
change the culture to fit the art. 
This effort seems similar to my 
trying to convince my fellow gallery 
visitor to share my experience 
rather than the one she intended 
for herself.

Absolutely Essential, Apparently 
Non-Value-Added 

Most projects spend too much and 
achieve too little, but these mea-
sures ignore the absolutely essen-
tial, apparently non-value added 
perspectives necessary to the 
state of any art as practiced. My 
culture treasures efficiency, even 
though we can rarely finely calcu-
late it. This obsession seems ab-
surd only to those who have not 
fully immersed themselves in this 
culture.

“We can change how we 
relate to the offending 
portrait or move on to 
another gallery better 

suiting our tastes, but we 
cannot, will not, dare not 
try to change the painting 

hanging before us.”

Bateson said that if you feel crazy, 
you have two choices. You can ei-
ther work to become better accul-
turated or move to a culture where 
your behavior is considered sane. 
Our occasional bouts with insanity 
inform us about the effectiveness 
of our adaptation to reality as 
practiced here. We can change how 
we relate to the offending portrait 
or move on to another gallery bet-
ter suiting our tastes, but we can-
not, will not, dare not try to change 
the painting hanging before us. 
This seems the true state of every 
art.

Whether or not we adore the Ado-
ration of the Magi or the frame 
surrounding it depends upon our 
own perspective. We can engineer a 
primitive coherence among us by 
enforcing a proper perspective 
upon our shared experience, 
though this strategy seems des-
tined to maintain our own sanity at 
the cost of driving others crazy. A 
more mature perspective might ap-

preciate the differing perspec-
tives, acknowledging that each 
informs every other one without 
defining the whole experience. 
Rather than rail about the state of 
the art or the skill of the artist, we 
might consider the state of the 
one viewing the art, which is the 
only state any of us have much con-
trol over.

A critic once approached Picasso, 
complaining that his paintings were 
too abstract and lacked real per-
spective. When Picasso asked what 
he meant by real perspective, the 
critic produced a photograph of his 
wife. Picasso commented that the 
critic’s wife was awfully small and 
flat. das

Compass Becomes an 
eBook PDF Publication

With this issue, Compass becomes 
an electronic-only publication. Com-
pass was originally a paper-only 
newsletter. Improving technology 
offered the opportunity to pro-
duce both paper and electronic 
versions. Now economics and tech-
nology tell us that it’s time to leave 
the paper trail behind. 

If you’ve been receiving the paper 
publication and you’d like to contin-
ue receiving Compass, please send 
your email address to Compass-
mail@yahoo.com, and we’ll add you 
to the distribution list. We will 
send an email announcing each new 
edition, and you can download it 
from our website as a bright, shiny 
new.pdf. If you’ve been receiving 
the paper version and you’d like to 
stop receiving Compass, you don’t 
need to do anything. If we do not 
have your email address, the paper 
notice you received announcing this 
issue will be the last one you re-
ceive from us. 

We intend to retain the same high 
editorial standards and the same 
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exceptional layout and graphics. 
We can do a bit more in an eBook 
document, such as provide hot links 
to related subjects. We hope you 
will choose to continue receiving 
Compass in this new format.

Dead Horses Living Work
by David A. Schmaltz

Management is a practice focused 
upon building boxes which we 
exhort each other to think and 
act outside of. This paradox is the 
logical extension of any set of 
beliefs. We target efficiency and 
bemoan our lack of humanity. We 
reward individual contribution and 
mourn the resulting absence of 
community. We sacrifice ourselves 
and wonder where our purpose 
goes.

We find our carefully constructed 
boxes lacking and search for bet-
ter boxes. It almost never occurs 
to us that our relationship to these 
boxes, and not any box itself, cre-
ates our continuing dissatisfaction.

Humans need boxes. Without 
them, chaos overwhelms us. Within 
them, though, our constructions al-
ways fail us. The resulting logical 
discontinuities stymie us until we 
imagine a better box and the prom-
ise of a new and improved con-
struction renews our sense of 
purpose. This construction and dis-
integration cycle never ends.

I won’t criticize these boxes. Since 
they are essential, their shortcom-
ings cannot be the point. Forget-
ting that each box is a choice, 
temporary and fleeting, contrib-
utes more to our difficulties than 
any box’s unavoidable shortcom-
ings.

Several years ago, I wrote a piece 
in this newsletter called “Project 
Management Is Dead.” Since then, 
I’ve been passionately flogging 
that horse as if my efforts would 
or could revive him. I’ve advertised 
myself as a “Project Management 
Consultant,” understanding some-
where deep inside myself that this 
was akin to calling myself a dead 
horse beater. My contributions to 
the body of understanding sur-
rounding the profession have been 
well-intended, but I must admit, 
though late by anyone’s standards, 
that they sum to irrelevance for 
me.

“I’ve advertised myself as 
a “Project Management 

Consultant,” understanding 
somewhere deep inside 

myself that this was akin 
to calling myself a dead 

horse beater.”

Project Management is not dead 
for everyone, but continuing this 
tangled association has become in-
creasingly difficult for me. We 
have achieved the state of the art 
as box builders, able to control 
projects in ever more sophisticat-
ed, though still troublingly dissat-
isfying ways. Not everyone has 
tired of the pursuit, but I have.

Such realizations inevitably invoke 
an identity crisis for anyone as in-
volved in their work as I am. I was 
not simply employed as a project 
management consultant, but I be-
came one. It was, while it lived, as 
honest an expression of myself as 
my breathing or my thoughts. If I 
was not to do this, I pondered 
deeply, what was I to do? Who was 
I to be?

I could have simply looked at what 
I had been doing for the answer, 
but such convenient sources never 
seem obvious from within the swirl 
of a full-blown identity crisis. I 
could have considered the stuck-
nesses I had so deftly helped my 
clients untangle for themselves as 
examples of what I might do for 
myself in this situation. But who 
could categorize what seemed so 

effortless and so natural into any-
thing like a label for their own life’s 
work?

A Different Kind of Consulting 
Practice

At about the same time as I dis-
covered that project management 
was dead, I crafted a unique model 
for a consulting practice, one I la-
beled “Brief Consulting.” This per-
spective seemed to address many 
of the common difficulties encoun-
tered in classical consulting en-
gagements. You know the patter: 
they take too long, they cost too 
much, they achieve too little. 

Considering insights from several 
fields, I saw some common pat-
terns emerging. Lasting change of-
ten occurs with little disruption. 
People often consider their own di-
lemmas and choose appropriate al-
ternate courses of action for 
themselves. The idea that an ex-
pert is needed to guide the way is 
often proven wrong in practice, as 
the client comes to discover their 
own power and authority in spite 
of, rather than because of, their 
advisor’s best efforts. Hiring a 
consultant often amounts to a deni-
al of personal capability, and an ex-
pensive and frustrating one at 
that. Imagine a consulting practice 
focusing upon helping the client 
overcome the denial of their own 
capability and you’ve imagined 
Brief Consulting.

“Hiring a consultant often 
amounts to a denial of 
personal capability”

Much of my best work has been fo-
cused upon releasing death grips 
other consultants have innocently 
imposed upon their clients, or they 
have imposed upon themselves. One 
international accounting firm, 
hired to manage a large ERP imple-
mentation, could not acknowledge, 
much less address, the simple fac-
tors reinforcing their client’s inca-
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pacity. Both struggled with 
“changing the company culture” be-
cause they could not acknowledge 
the status quo. The accounting 
firm made no progress, collecting a 
few hundred thousand dollars each 
month, while steadfastly “manag-
ing” the effort according to the 
best state of the art practices, ig-
noring one simple element that 
could have enabled the operation 
to find their own way. I’ve grown to 
call this approach “needier than 
the client,” but the pyramid com-
pensation schemes employed by 
such firms nearly guarantee needi-
ness and encourage engaging in ul-
timately meaningless work.

My brief consulting engagement 
there lasted a few days and popped 
some of the illusions holding that 
organization hostage. The big ac-
counting firm left, refunding some 
of their fees in exchange for eter-
nal silence about the misunder-
standing. Their project manager, 
while properly certified though he 
could not manage his way out of a 
paper bag, especially if it held a 
pint of Kentucky bond, was, I am 
certain, assigned to another help-
less case to generate his contribu-
tion to the collective revenue 
stream. 

The client went on to find their 
own way. That way was not easy, 
but it transformed them from 
struggling to fail to struggling to 
succeed. And they succeeded on 
several levels. They did not achieve 
their goal in any way like they as-
sumed they would at the start. 
They achieved the ability to 
change their mind when they rec-
ognized their approach was not 
working, and choose something dif-
ferent. They lost some of their 
former ability to stay frozen in 
role as if their failures were work-
ing for them. They became a bit 
more real in the process.
Under The Guise

I did this work under the guise of 
a project management consultant, 
though I spent little time looking 
at plans or proposing improvements 
to grand strategies, and certainly 
never suggested improvements to 
any process. I told myself at the 
time that I needed this guise in or-
der for my clients to properly clas-
sify my potential contribution. If 
they had a project management 
problem, they might consider hir-
ing me, though I had never seen 
and still have not found a project 
management problem anywhere 
near the root of any project’s dif-
ficulties. I would come in under the 
cover of my own darkness to shine 
some useful light. My duplicity 
seemed necessary.

No more. For those of you who 
have recently subscribed to this 
newsletter, I apologize for the 
bait and switch. Those who have 
maintained their association might 
have seen through the veil long be-
fore I could admit to it. I hope 
that those employed in project 
work will continue to find useful in-
sights here, in future issues, 
though the focus will most certain-
ly shift to include topics germane 
to project work, but not specifical-
ly focused there. 

I feel like an artist who is shifting 
his medium. Having successfully 
experienced the state of my art, I 
move to consider another form. I 
have a successful book about 
project work, though those looking 
for process and method advice 
there have sometimes reported 
omissions. 

They found instead, a consider-
ation of frames of reference, of 
how they inform and blind us, of 
how we might choose to shift them 
when they prove encumbering. 
Within those lines and behind the 
misdirecting label, I consider what 
makes cooperative work succeed 

for me. A sweet-smelling rose dis-
guised under a misleading name. 
The elements of a successful Brief 
Consulting practice gush from 
around every one of its gaskets.

“I have grown tired of 
reforming project 

management. I fully 
acknowledge project 

practice as a resonance of 
whatever culture engages 

in project work.”

With all due respect to my col-
leagues, I have grown tired of re-
forming project management. I 
fully acknowledge project practice 
as a resonance of whatever culture 
engages in project work. What 
might be a simple choice for some-
one outside that supporting cul-
ture, is an imperative from within 
it. 

Cultures change glacially, but they 
can and do learn quickly. Brief Con-
sulting is about learning from with-
in a culture, not about changing the 
culture. The history of attempts to 
change culture is long and sorry. 
The human capability to learn with-
in even the most encumbering con-
straints seems a better focus for 
my efforts and one more likely to 
succeed. Or so my experience has 
taught me.

Out Of The Closet

So, I’m out of the closet now. You 
will not hear me any longer railing 
about anyone’s body of knowledge, 
no matter how questionable, but 
about the bodies of personal un-
derstanding that inform every 
practicing professional. I will con-
tinue to share my insights, often 
unsettling even to me, in the sin-
cere hope that my struggles will in-
form yours. I will warmly anticipate 
your stories, too, as we continue to 
make meaning of the boxes we so 
carefully build and expectantly in-
habit. das
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About Compass

Compass is published periodically by 
True North pgs, Inc., and is dis-
tributed free of charge to a world-
wide community.

Compass is a navigation tool for con-
tinuing your practice of im-
proving your experience. 
Compass shares stories and 
insights to serve as the basis 
for you to provide more ef-
fective leadership to your-

self and to your community. We enable 
each other to improve the quality of 
our experiences by sharing our stories 
and our insights.   

All works published in this newsletter 
are the property of the author or True 
North pgs, Inc., and may not be re-
printed, used, or otherwise distributed 
without the expressed, written per-
mission of the owner. Ask for permis-
sion and you’ll get it.
“You are 
the most powerful 

project management tool
you will ever use.”

The Blind Men and the 
Elephant

ere were six men of Indostan, to 
rning much inclined...” 

 begins John Godfrey Saxe’s fable of 
 blind men who failed to see an ele-
nt together. Though each was able to 
ceive their piece of the beast, none 

re able to integrate their individual 
spective into a coherent whole. 

e result? You’ve seen it on each of your 
jects. During that time, which some-
es extends until after the project 
cludes, factions argue about the true 
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David A. Schmaltz, Founder
True North pgs, Inc. 

P. O. Box 1532 Walla Walla, WA
99362

(509) 527-9773
tn@ix.netcom.com

www.projectcommunity.com
ture of the beast which none of the com-
tants will ever see. 

 my book, The Blind Men and the Ele-
ant, Mastering Project Work, (Berrett-
ehler, 2003), I consider this universal 
ature of our project work and offer 
me simple tactics for creating the coher-
t experiences we each aspire to achieve. 

ogle the title or my name to see reviews 
 the book. It’ll soon be available in Chi-
se, Russian, Dutch, Spanish, and Korean. 
o, Hollywood’s calling! The publisher’s 

tioned the film rights! Stay tuned for 
tails!

der your copy today:

tp://www.bkconnection.com/products/
oductshow.adp?code=370
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